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Introduction
Functional interactions between dopamine (DA) and glutamate 
(Glu) receptors are crucial to the striatum, a brain structure 
integrating dopaminergic and glutamatergic inputs to control 
action selection and behavioral plasticity (1, 2). In Parkinson’s 
disease (PD), a severe degeneration of dopaminergic nigrostri-
atal projections leads to impairments in striatal synaptic plas-
ticity and the associated motor and cognitive functions (1). 
Pharmacological DA replacement with L-DOPA may initially 
correct some of these impairments (3, 4), but with the progres-
sion of PD, this treatment causes dyskinesia (abnormal invol-
untary movements [AIMs]) in a majority of patients. L-DOPA–
induced dyskinesia (LID) depends on a dysfunctional interplay 
between DA and Glu signaling whose molecular basis is poorly 
understood. What is clear is that DA D1 receptors play a pivotal 
role in the abnormalities of striatal signaling and synaptic plas-
ticity associated with LID (4–6).

Metabotropic Glu type 5 (mGlu5) receptors are coexpressed 
with D1 in about 50% of striatal neurons (7), and they are regarded  
as a potential therapeutic target for the treatment of LID (8). 

Indeed, pharmacological antagonism of mGlu5 improves peak-
dose LID (9, 10) and counters an abnormal striatal activation of 
ERK1 and ERK2 downstream of D1 receptors (11).

We set out to address the hypothesis that the formation 
of signaling platforms involving both D1 and mGlu5 proteins 
may lead to cross-talk between these receptors in DA-dener-
vated striatal neurons. Such a process could be favored by the 
relocalization of a postsynaptic pool of D1 receptors following 
DA denervation (3). Using bioluminescence resonance energy 
transfer (BRET) and bimolecular fluorescence complementa-
tion (BiFC), we here demonstrate for what we believe is the 
first time that mGlu5 and D1 receptors do form heteromers at 
the plasma membrane both in a heterologous expression sys-
tem and in neurons. Interestingly, D1-mGlu5 receptor hetero-
mers are Gq coupled and mediate a synergistic activation of 
PLC signaling and intracellular Ca2+ release by their respective 
receptor agonists. By applying a proximity ligation assay (PLA) 
to striatal tissue from adult rodents, we show that D1-mGlu5 
complexes increase in abundance after DA denervation and 
persist in the face of DA replacement therapy. Accordingly, 
DA-denervated striata exhibit a synergistic potentiation of 
PLC signaling upon treatment with D1 and mGlu5 agonists. 
Finally, we provide evidence that D1- and mGlu-dependent 
PLC activation is causally linked with both striatal ERK1/2 sig-
naling and dyskinetic behaviors in rodent models of PD. Taken 
together, these data indicate that an increased abundance of 
D1-mGlu5 heteromers is a molecular trait of DA-denervated 
striatal neurons favoring a development of dyskinesia when 
L-DOPA is used as a replacement therapy.

Dopamine receptor D1 modulates glutamatergic transmission in cortico-basal ganglia circuits and represents a major target of 
L-DOPA therapy in Parkinson’s disease. Here we show that D1 and metabotropic glutamate type 5 (mGlu5) receptors can form 
previously unknown heteromeric entities with distinctive functional properties. Interacting with Gq proteins, cell-surface D1-
mGlu5 heteromers exacerbated PLC signaling and intracellular calcium release in response to either glutamate or dopamine. 
In rodent models of Parkinson’s disease, D1-mGlu5 nanocomplexes were strongly upregulated in the dopamine-denervated 
striatum, resulting in a synergistic activation of PLC signaling by D1 and mGlu5 receptor agonists. In turn, D1-mGlu5–
dependent PLC signaling was causally linked with excessive activation of extracellular signal–regulated kinases in striatal 
neurons, leading to dyskinesia in animals treated with L-DOPA or D1 receptor agonists. The discovery of D1-mGlu5 functional 
heteromers mediating maladaptive molecular and motor responses in the dopamine-denervated striatum may prompt the 
development of new therapeutic principles for Parkinson’s disease.
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existence of D1-mGlu5 heteromers, preferentially localized at 
the cell surface of HEK cells.

D1 and mGlu5 receptors also formed heteromers in primary, 
cultured hippocampal neurons (Figure 2), which endogenously 
express these receptors (Supplemental Figure 1C) (18, 19). The 
BRET signal between mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus in hippocam-
pal neurons was indeed significantly higher than the basal BRET 
measured in cells expressing the BRET donor alone (Figure 2, A 
and B). Because cultured hippocampal neurons form dendrites 
and spines, we were able to assess the relative localization of D1- 
mGlu5 heteromers in different cellular compartments, finding a 
higher BRET signal in dendritic shafts and spines compared with 
that in the cell soma (Figure 2A; see 535/480 ratio image in upper 
row, and quantification in Figure 2C; P < 0.05 for spines vs. soma). 
This subcellular pattern is reminiscent of the preferential distri-
bution of native D1 and mGlu5 in spines and dendrites relative to 
perikaryal regions (20–22). We did not carry out this experiment 
in primary striatal cultures because the striatal neurons expressing 
both D1 and mGlu5 receptors (so-called medium spiny neurons) 
are aspiny in culture.

Functional properties of D1-mGlu5 heteromers. We next inter-
rogated the functional consequences of D1-mGlu5 receptor het-
eromerization. Using a time-resolved fluorescence resonance 
energy transfer–based (TR-FRET–based) sensor, we measured 
extracellular conformational changes within the mGlu5 receptor 
homodimer (Figure 3A). Upon receptor and G-protein activation, 
the reorientation of the extracellular ligand–binding domains 
(ECDs) of the mGlu5 homodimer subunits resulted in a decrease 
of the FRET signal (23). Interestingly, in the absence of ligand, 
the proportion of mGlu5 receptors in active-like conformation 
increased hyperbolically as a function of the D1-Venus expression 
level (Figure 3B). This result revealed a D1 receptor–induced basal  
activation of the mGlu5 receptor that saturates (at around 30% 
of maximal mGlu5 activation rate) for high D1 receptor expres-
sion levels. D1 receptor coexpression did not affect the maximum 
effect (Emax) or the EC50 of mGlu5 agonist (quisqualic acid) or 
antagonist (LY341495) (Figure 3, B and C). This conformational 
change of mGlu5 was triggered by its physical interaction with 
D1. Impairment of D1-mGlu5 interaction by coexpression of  
mGlu5-Ctail fused to the plasma membrane (CD4-CtailmGlu5, 
Figure 1B) significantly reduced the amount of mGlu5 receptors 
displaying an active conformation (Figure 3D), while receptors 
expression was not changed (Figure 3E). Consistently, mGlu5 sen-
sor deleted from its C-tail (which cannot interact with D1, cf. Fig-
ure 1A) was not affected by D1 coexpression (Figure 3F). Hence, 
under basal conditions, D1-mGlu5 heteromerization favors an 
active conformation of mGlu5.

We next studied the functional consequences of D1-induced 
enhancement of mGlu5 receptors in active conformation. Since 
mGlu5 canonical coupling to Gq induces PLC pathway activation, 
we assessed phosphoinositide (PI) hydrolysis by measuring the 
production of inositolmonophosphate (InsP), which originates 
from the sequential dephosphorylation of inositol-1,4,5-trisphos-
phate (Figure 3G). For a constant expression of mGlu5 receptors, 
basal InsP levels increased hyperbolically as a function of the 
D1-Venus expression levels to reach 30% of the maximal agonist- 
induced InsP production (Figure 3H). Moreover, the slope of con-

Results
D1 and mGlu5 receptors form heteromers in vitro. When coexpressed 
in HEK cells, D1 and mGlu5 receptors colocalized at the cell sur-
face (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available 
online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/JCI126361DS1). 
To assess a possible direct physical interaction between D1 and 
mGlu5 receptors, we performed BRET assays in this cell popu-
lation. The energy donor Renilla luciferase 8 (Rluc8) was fused 
to the N-terminus of mGlu5 and the acceptor yellow fluorescent 
protein Venus to the N-terminus of D1 receptor (Rluc8-mGlu5 
and Venus-D1, respectively). At a constant level of Rluc8-mGlu5 
expression, the BRET signal increased hyperbolically as a func-
tion of the Venus-D1 acceptor expression level (fluorescence/
luminescence ratio) (Figure 1A). Saturation of the BRET signal 
when all Rluc8-mGlu5 was bound to Venus-D1 revealed a specific  
interaction between the mGlu5 and D1 receptors in living cells. 
As nonradiative energy transfer requires close proximity (<75 
Å) between the acceptor and the donor (12), these BRET experi-
ments demonstrate that mGlu5 and D1 receptors are close enough 
to form heteromers. This saturable interaction was further con-
firmed by measuring the BRET signal between full-length mGlu5 
and D1 receptors tagged in a C-terminal position with Nanolucif-
erase (Nluc) and Venus (mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus, respectively; 
Figure 1B). The C-terminal tails of mGlu5 and D1 receptors have 
been reported to mediate interactions with other GPCRs, such as 
the μ opioid one (13), or with NMDA receptors (14, 15). Deletion 
of mGlu5 C-tail did not alter correct expression of the receptor at 
the cell surface (Rluc8-mGlu5DelCtail; Supplemental Figure 1B), 
but prevented its interaction with D1 (Figure 1A). Now the BRET 
signal between Rluc8-mGlu5DelCtail and Venus-D1 receptors 
increased linearly with the latter’s expression levels (Figure 1A), 
most likely reflecting random collision between mGlu5DelCtail 
and D1 receptors. Consistently, coexpression of a plasma mem-
brane–targeted mGlu5 C-tail (CD4-CtailmGlu5) as a dominant 
negative peptide decreased the BRET signal (Figure 1C), confirm-
ing the involvement of mGlu5 C-tail in the receptor interaction. 
Using the same methodology, we found that this heteromerization 
process is not random and only occurs between specific partners 
(Supplemental Figure 2).

We further assessed the cellular localization of the D1-mGlu5  
heteromer by BiFC assays, a protein fragment complementation 
method appropriate to visualizing GPCR oligomerization (16, 17) 
(Figure 1D). We fused complementary Venus1 (V1) and Venus2 
(V2) fragments to the C-termini of D1 and mGlu5 receptors 
(D1-V1, D1-V2, mGlu5-V1, and mGlu5-V2, respectively; Figure 
1E). As expected from BRET results, coexpression of D1-V1 and 
mGlu5-V2 in HEK cells resulted in the reconstitution of a fluo-
rescent Venus protein, confirming the ability of these receptors 
to form heteromers (Figure 1E). Colocalization of Venus-fluores-
cence intensity with a red fluorescent plasma membrane protein 
(pmRFP) further highlighted a preferential expression of D1-V1/
mGlu5-V2 heteromers at the cell surface, as 65.66% ± 12.57 % of 
total Venus fluorescence colocalized with pmRFP (Figure 1F). 
This cell-surface preferential expression of the heteromer was 
significantly lower than that of D1-V1/D1-V2 (73.35% ± 12.46 %) 
and was higher than that of mGlu5-V1/mGlu5-V2 homodimers 
(60.04% ± 12.62%, Figure 1F). Together, these data disclose the 
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Figure 1. Heteromerization between mGlu5 and D1 receptors in living cells. (A–C) BRET titration curves measured on HEK293 cells cotransfected with N- (A) 
or C-tagged (B) receptors. BRET signals were measured for increasing expression levels of acceptor (Venus-D1, A; or D1-Venus, B) at constant levels of donor 
expression (Rluc8-mGlu5, A; or mGlu5-Nluc, B). Results were analyzed by nonlinear regression on a pooled data set from 3 independent experiments, assuming 
a model with 1-site binding (GraphPad Prism 7). (A) BRET signals measured between Venus-D1 receptor and Rluc8-mGlu5 (purple curve) or Rluc8-mGlu5 
deleted from its C-tail (Rluc8-mGlu5-DelCtail, black curve); b.u., BRET unit. (B) BRET signals measured between D1-Venus and mGlu5-Nluc, with (black curve) or 
without (purple curve) coexpression of mGlu5-Ctail fused to the CD4 membrane domain (CD4-CtailmGlu5). (C) Decrease of net BRET signal between D1-Venus 
and mGlu5-Nluc in cells coexpressing CD4-CtailmGlu5 (black) for identical D1-Venus/mGlu5-Nluc expression ratios. P = 0.0571, Mann-Whitney U test. (D–F) 
BiFC measured on transiently transfected HEK293 cells. (D) Schematic representation of BiFC principle. Nonfluorescent fragments from the Venus fluorescent 
protein (V1 and V2) are fused to putative interaction partners. Physical association triggers bimolecular fluorescent Venus complex. (E) BiFC images of receptors 
fused to nonfluorescent monomeric Venus split V1 or V2. Specificity was controlled in cells expressing D1-V1 or 5a-V1 together with CD8-V2 (last 2 rows). The 
green channel illustrates the expression of Venus complementation (V1 + V2), whereas DAPI and pmRFP fluorescences stain the nucleus and plasma mem-
brane, respectively. Scale bar: 10 μm. (F) Quantification of complemented Venus fluorescence intensity at the membrane (colocalized with pmRFP) expressed as 
a percentage of whole-cell Venus fluorescence. Box and whiskers plots of 21 to 54 measurements. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test. 
Box and whiskers plots: in this and the following figures: line, median; bounds: 25th to 75th percentiles; whiskers, minimum to maximum.
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respectively), the coexpression of mGlu5 enabled a D1-like agonist- 
induced Ca2+ release (Figure 4B) without affecting the potency 
of SKF81297 to induce cAMP production (Figure 4D). This result 
suggested that an allosteric interaction between mGlu5 and D1 
receptors allows the D1 receptor to signal through a Ca2+-release 
pathway. On the other side, the mGlu5 agonist quisqualate induced 
a similar Ca2+ response in the presence or absence of coexpressed 
D1 receptors (Figure 4C). In agreement with recent reports (24), we 
noticed that the mGlu5 agonist induced cAMP production when 
mGlu5 was expressed alone, and this property was not affected by 
D1 coexpression (Figure 4E). The application of SKF81297 did not 
induce Ca2+ release in cells expressing only D1 receptors (Figure 

stitutive InsP production induced by increasing expression levels 
of mGlu5 was higher in the presence than in the absence of D1 
receptor (Figure 3I). Hence, D1-mGlu5 heteromerization not only 
enhanced the rate of mGlu5 receptors in active-like conformation, 
but also the basal InsP production.

To further analyze the functional consequences of mGlu5 and 
D1 coexpression on their respective canonical signaling pathways 
(Gq- and Gs-preferential coupling, respectively), we generated a 
HEK cell line stably expressing 2 sensors, the GCaMP6 fluorescent 
calcium sensor and the Glo luminescent cAMP sensor (Figure 4A). 
While D1-like agonist (SKF81297) induced cAMP production but 
not Ca2+ release on cells expressing D1 alone (Figure 4, D and B, 

Figure 2. D1 and mGlu5 receptors form heteromers in neurons. (A–C) BRET imaging between mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus was measured in soma, den-
drites, and spines of hippocampal neurons. (A) Single-cell BRET imaging in neurons expressing either mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus (top) or mGlu5-Nluc 
with DsRed as transfection reporter (bottom). Cells were identified by green or red fluorescence (left). Em480 and Em535 images were recorded, and the 
535 nm/480 nm pseudo-colored ratio images were processed. Square areas are shown at a higher magnification in the insets, which are 3 μm × 3 μm. Cells 
are representative of 19 to 21 cells. Scale bar: 10 μm. (B) Quantification of the BRET signal intensity in soma from mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus transfected 
neurons compared with the basal BRET measured in neurons expressing mGlu5-Nluc alone (left). Box and whiskers plots of 19 to 20 measurements in the 
soma of neurons. ****P < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test. (C) netBRET between mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus in soma, dendrites, and spines. The average 
basal BRET in respective compartment has been subtracted from BRET measurements. Box and whiskers plots of n = 23 measurements in soma, n = 21 in 
dendrites, n = 11 in spines from neurons expressing mGlu5-Nluc and D1-Venus. #P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test.
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Figure 3. D1-mGlu5 heteromer favors Ca2+ signaling in vitro by enhancing basal activation and basal signaling of mGlu5 receptor. A TR-FRET–based  
sensor monitors mGlu5 receptor ECD conformation. (A) In the absence of ligand or in the presence of antagonist (LY341495), the proximity of TR-FRET 
donor and acceptor results in a high FRET signal. Agonist-induced (quisqualic acid [Quisq]) relative movement of the ECDs decreases the FRET signal (23). 
(B and C) Percentage of mGlu5 active conformation (B) with increasing amount of D1-Venus receptors in basal conditions (no ligand), with Quisq (10 μM) 
or with LY341495 (100 μM) (C) in the absence (blue) or presence (purple) of D1 receptor (corresponding to 279 ± 68 D1 fluorescence intensity [FI] on B) with 
increasing concentrations of Quisq (dark color) or LY341495 (light color). (D) mGlu5 basal activation when expressed alone (left), with D1 receptor (middle), 
or with D1 receptor and mGlu5Ctail as dominant negative peptide (right). *P < 0.05 vs. mGlu5 basal activation; #P < 0.05 vs. mGlu5 plus D1 receptor 
activation, unpaired t test (Mann-Whitney U test). Box and whiskers plots. (E) SNAP-mGlu5 and D1-Venus receptor expression levels were controlled 
by measurement of SNAP-Lumi4-Tb and Venus, respectively (FI). (F) Percentage of mGlu5-DelCtail active-conformation measured in absence (blue) or 
presence (purple) of D1 receptor with increasing concentrations of Quisq. (G) PLC activation is reported by new InsP production-induced decrease of HTRF 
signal between fluorescent-InsP and InsP-antibody (insert). (H) mGlu5-induced InsP production with increasing amount of D1 receptors in basal conditions 
(no ligand), with Quisq (10 μM), or with LY341495 (100 μM). InsP production was normalized to the maximal activity of mGlu5 in the presence of agonist. (I) 
Constitutive InsP production with increasing amount of mGlu5 receptor in absence (blue) or presence (purple) of a constant amount of D1 receptor (corre-
sponding to 319 ± 4 D1 FI on H). Values are shown as mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 4. D1-mGlu5 heteromer  
creates an atypical D1 receptor– 
mediated intracellular Ca2+ 
release. (A) HEK cell line stably 
expressing GcAMP6 calcium 
indicator and Glo cAMP-sensor, 
cotransfected with mGlu5 and D1 
receptors. (B–E) Ca2+ release and 
cAMP production were measured 
in cells transfected with mGlu5, D1, 
or mGlu5 plus D1 receptors. Values 
represent mean ± SEM of 3 or 4 
independent experiments. Data 
are expressed as a percentage of 
the maximal Quisq- or SKF- 
induced effect. (B and C) Ca2+ 
release dose-response curve 
induced by (B) D1 agonist 
(SKF81297) and (C) mGlu5 agonist 
Quisq. (D and E) cAMP production 
dose response curve induced by (D) 
D1 agonist SKF81297 and (E) mGlu5 
agonist Quisq. (F–H) Synergistic 
activation of Ca2+ release induced 
by D1 and mGlu5 receptors. Cells 
were transfected with D1 (F), 
mGlu5 (G), or both receptors (H). 
Ca2+ release is here expressed as a 
percentage of basal levels in each 
transfection condition. Values 
represent mean ± SEM of 2 to 4 
independent experiments.

https://www.jci.org
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4F) or mGlu5 receptors (Figure 4G). In contrast, when both recep-
tors were coexpressed, the coapplication of SKF81297 and a mGlu5 
agonist (quisqualate 50 nM) produced an over 3-fold increase in 
Ca2+ release above baseline levels (Figure 4H). Taken together, 
these results suggest that the D1-mGlu5 heteromer has a signaling 
bias toward Ca2+-dependent pathways and mediates a synergistic 
activation of such pathways upon stimulation.

The biased Ca2+ signaling associated with D1 and mGlu5 coex-
pression could be driven by activation of Gq-type proteins by the 
heteromer. To specifically study Gq protein binding to the hetero-
dimer, we used complemented donor-acceptor resonance energy 
transfer (CODA-RET) (25) combining BiFC and BRET (Figure 
5A). We took advantage of the BiFC combinations described in 
Figure 1D to follow exclusively one signaling at a time, coming 
from D1-V1/D1-V2, mGlu5-V1/mGlu5-V2, or D1-V1/mGlu5-V2 
(Figure 5B). BRET imaging revealed an interaction of the D1- 

mGlu5 heteromer with the Nluc-Gαq sub-
unit of the Gαqβ12 heterotrimer (Figure 
5C). Consistent with the canonical G-pro-
tein coupling described for those receptors, 
BRET imaging also showed a Gq interac-
tion with mGlu5 homomers (Figure 5D), 
but not with D1 homomers (Figure 5E).

D1 and mGlu5 form abundant receptor 
complexes in the DA-denervated striatum. 
The biochemical properties of D1-mGlu5 
heteromers are reminiscent of signaling 
features typical of DA-denervated striatal 
neurons, where D1 and mGlu5 functionally  
interact and activate ERK1 and ERK2 in 
a manner that requires PLC activity and 
Ca2+ release from intracellular stores (11). 
To search for D1-mGlu5 complexes in DA- 
denervated striatal neurons, we prepared 
mice with unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine 
(6-OHDA) lesions of the medial forebrain 
bundle (MFB) and then processed both 
intact and DA-denervated striatal tissue for 
PLA with antibodies against D1 and mGlu5. 
With in situ PLA, fluorescent-labeled com-
plementary oligonucleotide probes bind to 
the amplicons (amplified DNA) at the sites 
of protein-protein interaction, producing 
distinct dots of high fluorescence on the tis-
sue. Fluorescence dots were clearly detect-
able, although sparse in the intact striatum 
(Figure 6, A and B), and their abundance 
increased by approximately 2.5-fold in 
DA-denervated samples (Figure 6, C, D, 
and I; P < 0.05 for lesioned vs. intact stri-
atum), indicating a higher association of 
mGlu5 with D1 receptors after nigrostriatal 
dopaminergic degeneration. The number 
of D1-mGlu5 puncta was further increased 
after a chronic dyskinesiogenic course of 
L-DOPA treatment (Figure 6, E, F, and I). 
Transgenic mice with a selective genetic 

ablation of mGlu5 in D1-expressing neurons (mGluR5KO-D1) did not 
exhibit a distinct signal (Figure 6, G–I), attesting the specificity of 
our PLA methodology.

D1-mGlu5 synergistically activates PLC signaling in the DA- 
denervated striatum. mGlu5 is a Gq-coupled receptor, and its 
stimulation leads to PI hydrolysis via PLCβ (26). While stimula-
tion of bona fide D1 receptors does not activate PLC, our data so 
far indicate that such a response would occur in the presence of  
D1-mGlu5 heteromers. To test this prediction, we used an ex vivo 
assay of PLC activity measuring the production of 3H-InsP (27) 
and compared the effects of D1/mGlu5 stimulation in DA-dener-
vated or intact striata. For this assay, we used 6-OHDA–lesioned 
rats rather than mice because we needed a large amount of stria-
tal tissue (see Methods). Striatal samples were incubated with the 
D1-like agonist SKF38393, the mGlu1/5 receptor agonist DHPG, 
or a combination in the presence of mGlu1 blockade (achieved 

Figure 5. D1-mGlu5 heteromer is coupled to Gq protein. (A) CODA-RET enables exclusive monitoring 
of 1 dimer species of interest. (B–E) CODA-RET imaging monitored on HEK cells expressing the indi-
cated complemented dimers. (B) The pseudocolor images quantify the BRET between the comple-
mented Venus-dimer and Nluc-Gαq protein. (C–E) BRET titration curves were measured for increasing 
acceptor/donor ratio (Fluo/Lumi). Results were analyzed by nonlinear regression on a pooled data set 
from 3 independent experiments, assuming a model with 1-site binding (GraphPad Prism 7).

https://www.jci.org
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ing a synergistic activation of PLC signaling (Figure 7A). These 
data suggest that a concomitant increase in DA and Glu levels in 
the parkinsonian striatum would lead to a strong activation of PLC 
in cells expressing both D1 and mGlu5 receptors.

Because striatal levels of both DA and Glu increase in PD 
shortly after the administration of L-DOPA (28, 29), we set out 
to examine the effects of PLC inhibition in unilaterally 6-OHDA–
lesioned rats treated with L-DOPA using ERK1/2 activation as 
a molecular marker of aberrant D1-mGlu5–dependent signal-
ing (11). Animals were perfusion fixed 30 minutes following the 
combined administration of L-DOPA and the systemically active, 
selective PLC inhibitor U73122, and cells immunoreactive for the 
active, phosphorylated form of ERK1/2 were counted in different 
regions of the motor striatum (Figure 7B, and see Methods). As 

using saturating concentrations of JNJ16259685). When applied 
alone, both SKF38393 and DHPG tended to enhance 3H-InsP lev-
els in both intact and DA-denervated striata, but only the effect 
of SKF38393 in the lesioned striatum reached statistical signif-
icance (Figure 7A; SKF38393 vs. basal: 46% increase, P < 0.05). 
The coapplication of SKF38393 and DHPG produced a significant 
increase in 3H-InsP production in both intact and denervated sam-
ples, but the effect of agonist coapplication was markedly larger in 
the presence of DA denervation (Figure 7A, 141% vs. 70% increase 
above basal levels in lesioned vs. intact striatum, respectively; P < 
0.001). This effect was blocked by coincubation with the mGlu5 
antagonist MTEP (Figure 7A). In DA-denervated samples, the 
effect of SKF38393-DHPG coapplication was over 2-fold larger 
than the sum of changes produced by each agonist alone, indicat-

Figure 6. Endogenous D1-mGlu5 clusters are increased 
in the DA-denervated striatum. Protein ligation assay 
(PLA) experiments were performed on intact (A and B) 
and DA-denervated (C–H, lesioned) striata of WT mice 
(A–F, WT, n = 7 per treatment condition) and mice with a 
selective KO of mGluR5 in D1 receptor–expressing neurons 
(mGluR5KO-D1; n = 7) (G and H). DA-denervated mice received 
daily s.c. injection of either L-DOPA (6 mg/kg) (E and 
F) or vehicle (saline, C and D, G and H) for 3 weeks. All 
L-DOPA–treated mice developed dyskinesia. (A–H) PLA 
were obtained with primary antibodies directed against 
mGlu5 and D1. Plus and minus probes that correspond to 
secondary antibodies allow rolling-circle amplification and 
detection of the amplicons by a fluorescence labeled probe 
(red dots). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. Scale 
bar: 10 μm. (I) Box and whiskers plots of the number of 
PLA signals (reds dots) per presized zone from WT and KO 
striatal sections in indicated conditions. Six ROI were ana-
lyzed per striatum to measure a mean value per animal. *P 
< 0.05; ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test.
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Inhibition of PLC or mGlu5 receptors reduces dyskinesias that 
depend on D1 receptor stimulation. Marked striatal activation of 
ERK1/2 by L-DOPA is a maladaptive molecular response caus-
ally linked with dyskinesia (31), and cotreatment with mGlu5 
antagonists blunts both L-DOPA–induced ERK1/2 activation and 
L-DOPA–induced peak AIMs, that is, the most disabling dyskine-
sias appearing when brain levels of L-DOPA are high (9, 10). We 
therefore set out to examine potential antidyskinetic effects of PLC 
inhibition in parkinsonian rodents chronically treated with dopa-
minergic agents. Mice with unilateral 6-OHDA lesions sustained 
3 consecutive drug-treatment periods using escalating doses of 
L-DOPA (3 and 6 mg/kg), SKF38393 (3 and 6 mg/kg), or quinpirole  
(0.1 and 0.5 mg/kg). With this protocol, the 3 different dopami-
nergic drugs induced similarly severe AIMs by the end of each 
treatment period, at which point we compared the effects of PLC 
inhibition with U73122 or selective mGlu5 antagonism with MTEP.

The peak severity of L-DOPA–induced AIMs was reduced by 
both U73122 and MTEP (Figure 8A; P < 0.05 for each compound 
versus vehicle at 20-80 minutes after L-DOPA administration) to a 
comparable extent (Figure 8B). Treatment with the D1-like agonist 
SKF38393 induced severe and sustained AIMs, which were signifi-
cantly attenuated by U73122 and MTEP with a comparable tempo-
ral course (Figure 8, C and D). The D2 receptor agonist quinpirole 
can induce dyskinesia in rodents primed with L-DOPA or D1 ago-
nists (32). We exploited this phenomenon to investigate the effi-
cacy of U73122 or MTEP on dyskinesias that are mediated via the 
D2 receptor. When mice were challenged with quinpirole, alone or 
combined with U73122 or MTEP, neither the PLC inhibitor nor the 
mGlu5 receptor antagonist had any antidyskinetic action (Figure 
8, E and F). The pattern of antidyskinetic effects by PLC inhibition 
and mGlu5 antagonism was identical in the rat model of LID, in 
which we also verified that pharmacological inhibition of PLC did 
not interfere with the antiakinetic (therapeutic-like) effect of the 
dopaminergic agents (see rat AIMs and motor test in Supplemen-
tal Figure 3). Moreover, using this model, we showed that pharma-
cological inhibition of muscarinic receptors with dicyclomine (33) 
did not have any antidyskinetic effect (see Supplemental Figure 3, 
J and K). This experiment rules out that the PLC activity contribut-
ing to LID is downstream of the Gq-coupled muscarinic receptor 
M1, which is abundantly expressed in striatal projection neurons 
(i.e., cells expressing active ERK1/2 upon treatment with L-DOPA 
or SKF38393 (5, 11).

We next set out to verify whether the antidyskinetic effects of 
U73122 or MTEP are mediated by neurons that coexpress both D1 
and mGlu5 receptors. To this end, we applied the same protocol 
of 6-OHDA lesions and dopaminergic treatments to mGluR5KD-D1 
transgenic mice, which display an almost complete loss of mGlu5 
in striatal neurons expressing the D1 receptor (7) and a blunted 
striatal ERK1/2 response to D1 stimulation in a parkinsonian set-
ting (11). Transgenic mGluR5KD-D1 mice responded to the 6-OHDA 
lesion in the same way as did WT mice (Supplemental Figure 4, 
A and B), and they also showed a similar antiakinetic response to 
L-DOPA in a test of forelimb use (Supplemental Figure 4C). How-
ever, compared with their WT littermates, transgenic mGluR5KD-D1 
mice developed significantly milder dyskinesias when treated 
with L-DOPA or SKF38393 (see Supplemental Figure 4, D and E; 
and F and G for a direct genotype comparison). When challenged 

expected (5), L-DOPA (6 mg/kg s.c.) produced a large induction of 
phosphorylated ERK1/2 in DA-denervated, but not intact, striata 
(Figure 7, C and D). Throughout the DA-denervated striatum, the 
effect of L-DOPA was substantially reduced in animals cotreated 
with U73122 (30 mg/kg i.p.; Figure 7, C and D). The magnitude 
of such reduction was comparable to that produced by MTEP in 
a previous study (30). In other groups of 6-OHDA–lesioned rats, 
we examined the effects of the selective D1- and D2-like agonists 
SKF38393 and quinpirole, respectively. While quinpirole did not 
have an inducing effect on ERK1/2 (data not shown), the D1 ago-
nist SKF38393 (2 mg/kg s.c.) produced robust ERK1/2 activation 
throughout the DA-denervated striatum, and this response was 
substantially attenuated by U73122 (Figure 7, E and F). Next, we 
verified the effect of PLC inhibition on D1-dependent ERK1/2 
activation using both WT and mGluR5KO-D1 mice. As expected (11), 
SKF38393 induced a large number of phosphorylated ERK1/2–
positive (pERK1/2-positive) cells in the DA-denervated striatum 
of WT mice, and a significantly lower number in mGluR5KO-D1 
mice (Figure 7, G and H). In WT mice, the effect of SKF38393 
was significantly blunted by U73122 cotreatment (Figure 7, G 
and H). In contrast, there was no difference between vehicle and 
U73122 coadministration in lesioned mGluR5KO-D1 mice treated 
with SKF38393 (Figure 7G). These data indicate that the absence 
of mGlu5 receptor in D1-positive neurons occludes the molecular 
pathway through which U73122 attenuates the aberrant striatal 
activation of ERK1/2.

In summary, these data show that PLC signaling accounts for a 
considerable proportion of striatal ERK1/2 activation in parkinso-
nian animals treated with drugs that stimulate the D1 receptor. The 
residual, PLC-independent ERK1/2 activation most likely reflects 
the supersensitivity of D1-mediated cAMP/PKA signaling after 
DA denervation because this signaling response is not affected  
by the inhibition of either mGlu5 or PLC (11).

Figure 7. mGlu5 and D1 receptors interact to induce PLC signaling and 
ERK1/2 activation in the DA-denervated striatum. (A) InsP hydrolysis 
in intact (Int.) and lesioned (Les.) rat striatal slices. SKF38393 and DHPG 
synergistically activated PLC in the DA-denervated striatum. n = 4–13 tubes 
per treatment. Treatment: F(4,70) = 14.33, P < 0.001; side: F(1,70) = 9.40, 
P < 0.01; interaction: F(4,70) = 2.81, P < 0.05. Bonferroni’s test: *P < 0.05 
and ***P < 0.001 vs. baseline of same group; ###P < 0.001 vs. all other 
treatments within same group (Les.); &&&P < 0.001 vs. same treatment 
of opposite group (Int.). (B) Sample areas for counting pERK1/2-positive 
cells in DM and VL striata (rat and mouse). (C–F) U73122 (U73) attenuates 
L-DOPA– (C and D) and SKF38393-induced pERK1/2 (E and F) in DA-dener-
vated rat striatum (n = 5 per condition). (D and F) pERK1/2-immunostained 
rat striatal sections. Scale bar: 200 μm. C-DM: treatment: F(1,16) = 14.64, P 
< 0.01; side: F(1,16) = 106.6, P < 0.001; interaction: F(1,16) = 17.13, P < 0.001. 
C-VL: treatment: F(1,16) = 12.57, P < 0.01; side: F(1.16) = 146.1, P < 0.001; 
interaction: F(1,16) = 12.36, P < 0.01. E-DM: treatment: F(1,16) = 10.67, P < 
0.01; side: F(1,16) = 212.7, P < 0.001; interaction: F(1,16) = 10.21, P < 0.01. 
E-VL: treatment: F(1,16) = 9.99, P < 0.01; side: F(1,16) = 65.29, P < 0.001; 
interaction: F(1,16) = 9.82, P < 0.01). Bonferroni’s test: **P < 0.01 and ***P 
< 0.001 vs. L-DOPA/SKF38393 + vehicle of Les. side; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01, 
and ###P < 0.001 vs. L-DOPA/SKF38393 + vehicle/U73122 of Int. side. (G 
and H) U73122 attenuates D1-dependent pERK1/2 in DA-denervated striata 
from WT but not mGlu5KO-D1 mice (KO) (n = 6–8 mice per condition). (H) 
pERK1/2 immunostainings. Scale bar: 200 μm. G-DM: treatment: F(3,25) = 
18.63, P < 0.001. G-VL: treatment: F(3,25) = 20.36, P < 0.001. Bonferroni’s 
test: ***P < 0.001 vs. WT: SKF38393 + vehicle.
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were as severe in mGluR5KD-D1 mice as in WT controls (cf. Figure 
8, E and K, and Supplemental Figure 4, H and I) and remained 
completely unaffected by U73122 or MTEP cotreatment (Figure 
8, K and L).

Taken together, these results demonstrate that, in parkinso-
nian animals treated with dopaminergic agents, the same pattern 
of antidyskinetic effects is obtained by antagonizing either mGlu5 

with either U73122 or MTEP, mGluR5KD-D1 mice showed no fur-
ther reductions in peak AIM scores, as elicited by either L-DOPA 
(Figure 8, G and H) or SKF38393 (Figure 8, I and J), although the 
duration of SKF38393-induced dyskinesia appeared shorter after 
cotreatment with either compound (Figure 8I; P < 0.05 at 120 
minutes for both U73122 and MTEP vs. vehicle cotreatment in 
the SKF38393 experiment). In contrast, quinpirole-induced AIMs 

Figure 8. MTEP and U73122 improve D1 receptor–dependent dyskinesias in WT mice, but have no effect in mGluR5KD-D1 mice. (A and B) L-DOPA–induced 
AIMs in WT mice. (A) Time course of AIMs (n = 11; repeated-measures [RM] 2-way ANOVA, treatment: F(2,20) = 13.6, P < 0.001; time: F(9,90) = 45.87, P < 
0.001; interaction: F(18,180) = 4.49, P < 0.001). (B) Peak AIMs (n = 11; Friedman test (Fr) = 16.55, P < 0.001). (C and D) SKF38393-induced AIMs in WT. (C) 
Time course of AIMs (n = 11; RM 2-way ANOVA, treatment: F(2,20) = 17.28, P < 0.001; time: F(8,80) = 23, P < 0.001; interaction: F(16,160) = 5.05, P < 0.001). 
(D) Peak AIMs (n = 11; Fr = 11.45, P < 0.01). (E and F) Quinpirole-induced AIMs in WT. (E) Time course of AIMs (n = 11; RM 2-way ANOVA, treatment: F(2,20) 
= 1.48, P = 0.25; time: F(8,80) = 148.6, P < 0.001; interaction: F(16,160) = 2.16, P < 0.01). (F) Peak AIMs (n = 11; Fr = 4.97, P > 0.05). (G and H) L-DOPA–induced 
AIMs in mGluR5KD-D1 mice. (G) Time course of AIMs (n = 10; RM 2-way ANOVA, treatment: F(2,18) = 3.92, P = 0.31; time: F(9,81) = 20.56, P < 0.001; interac-
tion: F(18,162) = 2.04, P < 0.05). (H) Peak AIMs (n = 10; Fr = 7.4, P < 0.05). (I and J) SKF38393-induced AIMs in mGluR5KD-D1 mice. (I) Time course of AIMs  
(n = 10; RM 2-way ANOVA, treatment: F(2,18) = 5.42, P < 0.05; time: F(8,72) = 17.33, P < 0.001; interaction: F(16,144) = 3.23, P < 0.001). (J) Peak AIMs (n = 10; 
Fr = 5, P > 0.05). (K and L) Quinpirole-induced AIMs in mGluR5KD-D1 mice. (K) Time course of AIMs (n = 10; RM 2-way ANOVA, treatment: F(2,18) = 2.51, P = 
0.12; time: F(8,72) = 178.8, P < 0.001; interaction: F(16,144) = 2.98, P < 0.001). (L) Peak AIMs (n = 10; Fr = 1.4, P > 0.05). Bonferroni’s test or Dunn’s test (for 
peak AIMs): *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 vs. DA receptor agonist + vehicle; #P < 0.05 and ###P < 0.001 vs. DA receptor agonist + MTEP.
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of such a phenomenon. Indeed, the results of our cellular assays 
reveal that D1-mGlu5 heteromers couple to Gq-type proteins and 
mediate a synergistic activation of PLC/Ca2+ signaling by the 
respective agonists. Consistent with these results, an assay of InsP 
production in rodent models reveals synergistic activation of PLC 
signaling by D1 and mGlu5 agonists specifically in the DA-dener-
vated striatum. Accordingly, the PLA data (Figure 6) show that 
D1-mGlu5 receptor nanocomplexes become significantly more 
abundant in the striatum after DA denervation. Plausibly, the larger  
abundance of D1-mGlu5 receptor clusters in the DA-denervated 
striatum is linked to changes in D1 receptor localization occurring 
after a loss of dopaminergic inputs. In particular, a relocalization 
of D1 receptors away from synaptic membranes, as reported in 
DA-denervated rodents (3), would facilitate an association of D1 
proteins with the mGlu5 receptor, which normally resides in peri-
synaptic membranes (20).

The heteromerization process increases the diversity of a 
receptor’s signaling through functional platforms (43). However, 
the possibilities of interaction are not random and their speci-
ficity seems tightly controlled. For example, we have previously  
shown 2 distinct groups of association compatibility between 
mGlu receptor subtypes (44): group I mGlu receptors (subtypes 
1 and 5) interact together, but do not associate with others, while 
group II (subtypes 2 and 3) and III mGlu receptors (subtypes 4, 7, 
and 8) preferentially associate with each other, but not with those 
from group I. Similarly, we showed that group I mGlu1 receptors 
do not interact with GABAb receptors, which are, however, coex-
pressed in Purkinje neurons and functionally coupled (45). In the 
scope of the present work, we further tested other D1 and mGlu5 
potential partners. We report no specific BRET signal between 
D1 and β2 adrenergic receptors, nor between mGlu5 and GABAb  
receptors, suggesting that those pairs of GPCRs cannot form 
heteromers, despite their demonstrated capacity for crossinter-
action in neural modulation (46–49). In these cases, converg-
ing signaling pathways downstream of the receptors might be 
involved rather than a direct physical association. By opposition, 
we found specific BRET signals between D1 and mGlu1 recep-
tors, which is a previously unknown interaction. Importantly, 
mGlu1 and mGlu5 receptors share a high degree of sequence 
homology and signal-transduction properties (50), but they dif-
fer substantially in terms of striatal expression levels (51). We 
furthermore found an interaction between mGlu5 and D2 recep-
tors, which is in agreement with previous publications (52, 53). 
Beyond receptor structure, cellular context and physio/patholog-
ical conditions might or might not be permissive of specific inter-
actions. Related to the striatum, a pathogenic role of heteromers 
involving D1 receptors has already been reported. In particular, 
it has been proposed that physical interactions between D1 and 
NMDA GluN1 (54) or D1 and D3 receptors (55) play a causal role 
in LID. However, these previously described heteromers were 
unequivocally induced by the chronic treatment with L-DOPA, 
often leading to an upregulation of the involved receptor pro-
teins. In contrast, we here report that the D1-mGlu5 assembly 
is prompted by DA denervation and further maintained upon 
chronic L-DOPA treatment. Therefore, our results uncover a 
molecular determinant of denervation-induced signaling abnor-
malities that potently predispose to LID (56).

or PLC signaling. These antidyskinetic effects occur downstream 
of D1 receptor stimulation and are mediated by neurons that coex-
press D1 and mGlu5 receptors.

Discussion
In cognitive, limbic, and motor brain networks, glutamatergic neu-
rotransmission is under the pivotal control of dopaminergic affer-
ents. The present work contributes to an improved understanding 
of the interplay between dopaminergic and glutamatergic sig-
naling by revealing unheralded physical and functional interac-
tions between D1 and mGlu5 receptors, 2 important therapeutic 
targets in several neuropsychiatric diseases (8, 34). Using recent 
improvements in single-cell BRET imaging (35), we demonstrate 
for what we believe is the first time the occurrence of D1-mGlu5 
heteromers displaying atypical properties compared with the 
homomers. D1-mGlu5 heteromers interact with Gq proteins and 
enable a synergistic activation of PLC signaling and intracellular 
calcium release by their respective agonists. The native recep-
tors in the striatum can form nanocomplexes revealed as fluores-
cent dots by the PLA assay, a method used to report a theoreti-
cal maximum distance of 30 nm between 2 target proteins (36). 
These receptor complexes become abundant and functionally  
crucial after a lesion of nigrostriatal dopaminergic projections 
mimicking PD. Accordingly, in the DA-denervated striatum, the 
costimulation of D1 and mGlu5 leads to a large activation of PLC. 
Inhibiting PLC signaling counters maladaptive molecular and 
behavioral responses to L-DOPA, the most important form of DA 
replacement therapy in PD.

In addition to reporting a physical interaction between D1 and 
mGlu5 receptors, the present study reveals the peculiar functional  
properties of this new signaling complex. Thus, in HEK cells 
expressing D1-mGlu5 heteromers, D1-like agonists trigger both 
the expected increase in cAMP production and an atypical release 
of intracellular Ca2+. Taken together, our cellular assays indicate 
that D1-mGlu5 heteromers can lead to a potentiation of PLC/
Ca2+-dependent signaling both by increasing mGlu5 constitutive 
activity and by biasing a pool of D1 receptors toward activating this 
pathway. Moreover, our results predict that D1-mGlu5 heteromers 
would mediate a synergistic activation of PLC/Ca2+-dependent 
signaling in the presence of both receptor agonists.

The administration of L-DOPA results in a surge of striatal 
DA and Glu levels in both PD patients and animal models of PD 
(28, 29). These neurochemical changes concur to produce a strong 
striatal activation of ERK1/2 signaling, a master switch of synap-
tic, transcriptional, and epigenetic changes that mediate dyski-
netic behaviors (31, 37–40). Despite the fact that NMDA and D1 
receptors cooperate to activate ERK1/2 in the intact striatum (41, 
42), NMDA receptor antagonists have no effect on the ERK1/2 
response to L-DOPA in DA-denervated striatal neurons, which 
instead results from a functional interaction between D1 and 
mGlu5 receptors (11, 30). Using DA-denervated striatal slices incu-
bated with SKF38393, we have previously shown that D1 agonist–
induced ERK1/2 activation is both PLC and Ca2+ dependent (11). 
Taken together, these previous findings have suggested that the 
D1 receptor engages in a preferential crosstalk with mGlu5- and 
Gq-related signaling components in DA-denervated striatal neu-
rons. The present study offers a plausible molecular explanation 
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500 μg/mL geneticin. The double-sensor stable cell line was plated 
in 96-well plates and transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma-Aldrich). To maintain a 
low concentration of ambient Glu, cells were cotransfected with the 
Glu transporter EAAC1 and incubated in serum-free DMEM Gluta-
max Medium (Life Technologies) at least 2 hours before the different 
assays were performed.

Primary hippocampal neurons culture. Hippocampal neuronal 
primary cultures were prepared from embryonic day 17.5 rats as 
previously described (61). Hippocampal neurons were transfected 
according to the calcium phosphate transfection procedure previ-
ously described (62).

BiFC. HEK cells were cotransfected with a 1:1 ratio of Venus splits 
V1 and V2 fusion proteins together with the pmRFP plasmid coding 
for a red fluorescent tag targeted to plasma membrane. Twenty-four 
hours after transfection, cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% 
paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI, 
and coverslips were mounted in Mowiol. Images were acquired using 
an Axio Observer Z.1 microscope and analyzed using ImageJ software 
(NIH). Red fluorescence images were thresholded to keep only the 
plasma membrane fluorescence area. The selection corresponding to 
this threshold was transferred on the Venus fluorescence images, and 
membranous fluorescence of complemented Venus was quantified in 
this area. Intracellular fluorescence was measured in a square intracel-
lular area excluding the nucleus. The membrane/(membrane + intra-
cellular) Venus fluorescence ratio was then calculated and expressed 
as a percentage of total fluorescence.

Cell population BRET measurements. BRET measurements in cell 
populations were performed as previously described (63) using the 
Mithras LB 940 (Berthold Technologies). Briefly, HEK cells were 
transfected with a constant amount of the plasmid coding for the 
donor entity (1 μg of Rluc8-tagged donors or 100 ng of Nluc-tagged 
donors) combined with increasing quantities of the plasmid coding for 
the acceptor entity (0–4 μg). A suitable amount of the noncoding plas-
mid pcDNA3 was added to reach a total amount 5 μg of DNA per 100 
mm dish. Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were suspended  
in PBS with 0.1% (w/v) glucose at room temperature (RT). Cells 
were then distributed in 96-well microplates (Greiner) at a density of 
100,000 cells/well with Rluc8 donor or 50,000 cells/well with Nluc 
donor. Before the BRET experiment, we measured the light emitted 
at 525 nm upon light excitation at 485 nm, indicative of the amount of 
Venus-tagged proteins. BRET (535 nm/485 nm ratio) was assessed by 
calculating the ratio of the light emitted by the acceptor entity (510–
550 nm band-pass filter, Em535) to the light emitted by the donor 
(460–500 nm band-pass filter, Em480) after the addition of 5 μM of 
the Rluc8 substrate Coelenterazine H or 20 μM of the Nluc substrate 
Furimazine. Net BRET values were plotted as a function of total fluo-
rescence/luminescence ratio, and saturation curves were drawn using 
the one-site specific binding nonlinear fit of GraphPad Prism 7 soft-
ware (GraphPad Software Inc.)

Single-cell BRET imaging. Single-cell BRET imaging experiments 
were performed and analyzed as previously described (35, 64, 65). 
Briefly, hippocampal neurons in culture were cotransfected at DIV10 
to 12 either with plasmids coding for the Nluc-tagged donor together 
with the Venus-tagged acceptor or with plasmids coding for the donor 
only and DsRed as a transfection reporter. From 24 to 48 hours after 
transfection, neurons were recorded in the following external medium:  

The present results have major implications for both under-
standing the striatal pathophysiology of PD and developing novel  
therapeutic options. On the one hand, our data point to D1- 
mGlu5 signaling complexes as mediators of maladaptive synap-
tic and molecular changes during the pharmacotherapy of PD 
(reviewed in refs. 6, 57). On the other hand, we here identify a 
mechanistic target for the treatment and prevention of LID, that 
is, a D1-mGlu5–dependent activation of PLC signaling. Indeed, 
we show that a pharmacological inhibition of PLC dampens the 
striatal activation of ERK1/2 and markedly improves dyskinesias 
induced by either L-DOPA or D1-like agonists without affecting 
the beneficial antiakinetic effect of these treatments. We further-
more show that a genetic knockdown of mGlu5 in D1-positive 
neurons occludes the effect of both PLC and mGlu5 inhibition on 
dyskinesias evoked by either L-DOPA or a D1 receptor agonist.

In line with the recent identification of GPCR heteromers as 
functional units and potential drug targets (58, 59), the present 
dissection of the D1-mGlu5 heteromer biochemical fingerprint 
could prompt a development of screening tools and ligands for 
therapeutic research. Compared with antagonizing ubiquitous D1 
or mGlu5 receptors, disrupting the D1-mGlu5 heteromer is pre-
dicted to offer a better risk-benefit profile for the treatment and 
prevention of LID.

Methods
cDNA expression vectors. For BRET experiments, receptors were 
tagged at the extracellular N-terminus or intracellular C-terminus 
part using standard molecular biology techniques employing PCR 
and fragment replacement strategies resulting in plasmids coding for 
Rluc8-mGlu5a, Venus-D1, mGlu5a-Nluc, and D1-Venus. The pRK5-
HA-SNAP-mGlu5 plasmid was previously described (23). pRK5-HA-
SNAP-mGlu5-DelCtail encodes for the mGlu5a receptor without 
C-terminal tail (until the GKSVT sequence at position 804). pRK5-
cherryThr-CD4-mGlu5aCtail was obtained by substitution of mGlu1 
C-tail coding sequence by mGlu5 C-tail coding sequence in the previ-
ously described pRK5-cherryThr-CD4-mGlu1Ctail plasmid (60). For 
BiFC, plasmids coding for D1-V1, D1-V2, CD8-V1, and CD8-V2 were 
provided by J. Javitch (Columbia University, New York, New York, 
USA). The splits of monomeric Venus were fused to the C-terminus of 
the D1, mGlu5a, or CD8. D1–V1 and CD8-V1 encoded the N-terminal 
split of mVenus (amino acids 1–155) fused to the D1 or CD8, respec-
tively. D1–V2 and CD8-V2 express D1 receptor and CD8 respectively 
fused to the C-terminal split of mVenus (amino acids 156–240). The 
cDNA sequences coding for the splits of mVenus were amplified by 
PCR and subcloned in frame to the 3′ end coding sequence of mGlu5a 
without STOP codon in the pcDNA3.1-Myc-mGlu5a-Rluc8 plasmid 
to obtain plasmids coding for 5a-V1 and 5a-V2. The pmRFP plasmid 
coding for a MyrPalm tag corresponding to the N-terminal amino acid 
sequence (MGCIKSKRKDNLNDDE) from Lyn kinase fused to RFP 
protein was a gift from L. Hunday (Semmelweis University, Budapest, 
Hungary). pGloSensor 22F-cAMP plasmid was from Promega, and 
GcAMP6 coding plasmid was from Addgene.

Cell culture and transfection. HEK293 cell culture and the calcium 
phosphate precipitation method were previously described (15). The 
double-stable HEK cell line coexpressing the Glo cAMP-sensor and 
the GcAMP6 Ca2+-sensor was created in HEK293 cells. Double anti-
biotic-resistant clones were selected with 250 μg/mL hygromycin + 
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anti-rabbit plus, which are secondary antibodies conjugated with 
oligonucleotides, were added and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. 
Amplification template oligonucleotides were hybridized to pairs of 
PLA and circularized by ligation. The formed DNA circle was then 
amplified using rolling circle amplification, and detection of the 
amplicons was carried out using the 624 Duolink In Situ Detection 
Kits, resulting in red fluorescence signals. Sections were mounted 
and were analyzed under a ×40 oil immersion objective using a con-
focal microscope (Zeiss LSM 780 or Leica TCS SP8 X). All acquisi-
tions were made the same day under the same microscope setting 
and laser power to minimize variability among samples. Distinct 
bright spots contained within an area of the section designated by 
the experimenter were counted using an ImageJ macro. Briefly, we 
determined a presized region of interest (ROI) and then performed 
segmentation by thresholding in order to generate binary images.  
Six ROIs were analyzed per striatum to measure a mean value per 
animal. To minimize experimental bias during the analysis, all 
images were processed blindly using the intermodes autothreshold 
function (66). With this approach, we observed minimum variability  
in the analysis of PLA quantification. Using the Analyze Particle 
function of ImageJ, the numbers of particles larger than 0.198 μm2 
in the binary image were counted as clusters. Data were exported to 
Prism software for further analysis.

Animals. Behavioral experiments were performed using female 
Sprague Dawley rats (200–225 g; Charles River), or WT mice and 
BAC transgenic mice having a selective knockdown of mGlu5 in 
D1 receptor–expressing neurons (the previously characterized 
mGluR5KD-D1 line; refs. 7, 11). For studying receptor complexes 
(Figure 6) and SKF38393-induced pERK1/2 activation (Figure 7, G 
and H), we used mice with a genetic ablation of the mGlu5 recep-
tor in D1-expressing cells, obtained by crossbreeding homozygous 
mGluR5loxP/loxP mice (67) with heterozygous BAC-Drd1a-Cre mice 
(GENSAT project founder line EY262; ref. 68). All mice were on a 
C57BL/6 genetic background and approximately 10 weeks old at the 
beginning of the experiments; both sexes were used. Rats and mice 
were housed under a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle with access to 
water and food ad libitum.

DA-denervating lesions. Unilateral DA-denervating lesions were 
produced by injecting 6-OHDA in the right MFB, according to meth-
ods that are well established in both in rats and mice (69, 70). Addi-
tional information is provided in Supplemental Methods.

Evaluation of 6-OHDA lesion in mice and rats. Three weeks after 
6-OHDA lesion, forelimb use asymmetry was evaluated in rats and 
mice using the cylinder test, revealing a significant reduction in the 
spontaneous use of the forelimb contralateral to the lesion (69–72). 
Briefly, mice and rats were placed individually in a glass cylinder (10 
cm diameter and 14 cm height for mice; 21 cm diameter and 34 cm 
height for rats) and were videotaped for 5 minutes. The total num-
ber of supporting wall contacts performed independently with left 
and right forepaw were counted offline. Results were expressed as 
the percentage use of the forelimb contralateral to the lesion: (left 
forepaw contact/total number of wall contacts) × 100. The 6-OHDA–
lesioned animals used in this study were selected using a stringent 
cutoff value of 25% or less contralateral paw usage. The cylinder 
test was also used to evaluate beneficial “therapeutic-like” effects 
of L-DOPA and rule out possible adverse effects by U73122 (rat data 
in Supplemental Figure 2; mouse data in Supplemental Figure 3). To 

140 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 3 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM  
d-glucose, 0.01 mM glycine, pH 7.4, with an osmolarity of 330 mOsm.

TR-FRET measurements. TR-FRET experiments with the SNAP-
tagged mGlu5 receptor were performed as previously described for 
other mGluRs (23). HEK293 cells were cotransfected with plasmids 
coding for HA-SNAP-mGlu5 with or without D1-Venus.

InsP assay in cells. Quantification of InsP levels were performed 
using the homogeneous time-resolved FRET (HTRF) assay IPone 
kit according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Cisbio). HEK 
cells were plated in 96-well plates and transiently transfected with 
the indicated receptors together with the Glu transporter EAAC1. The 
day of the experiments, cells were incubated for 2 hours in serum-
free DMEM Glutamax before stimulation with mGlu5 ligands for 30 
minutes at 37°C (l-quisqualic acid [10 μM] or LY341495 [100 μM]). 
Cells were then lysed using the supplied lysis buffer containing d2- 
labeled InsP and Lumi4-Tb cryptate-labeled anti-InsP antibodies. The 
HTRF signal was measured after 1 hour of RT incubation in the dark 
using PHERAstar FS microplate reader. FRET signal was determined 
by measuring d2 acceptor emission (665 nm) and Tb donor emission 
(620 nm) using a 50 μs delay and a 450 μs integration upon excitation 
at 337 nm on a PHERAstar FS (BMG LabTech). TR-FRET (or HTRF) 
ratio (665 nm/620 nm × 104, Cisbio Bioassays patent US5,527,684) 
was calculated.

Intracellular calcium and cAMP measurements. After 2 hours 
in serum-free DMEM Glutamax, stable double-sensor HEK cells 
were washed with Tag-Lite (Cisbio). Drug-triggered cytosolic cal-
cium release was monitored by measurements of GcAMP6 fluores-
cence (excitation 485 nm and emission 525 nm) using a FlexStation 
(Molecular Devices). Increasing drug concentrations were injected  
after 20 seconds of recording. For basal controls, buffer alone was 
added after 20 seconds. For cAMP measurement, the GloSensor  
(Promega) assay is based on cAMP-induced conformational 
changes of a genetically modified firefly luciferase into which a 
cAMP-binding protein moiety has been inserted. Cells were incu-
bated in Tag-Lite buffer with 450μg/mL of d-Luciferin during 1 
hour at RT in the dark. After 5 minutes of temperature stabilization 
at 28°C in the plate reader, increasing doses of ligand were added to 
the cells with 500 μM of IBMX (cAMP/cGMP phosphodiesterases 
inhibitor). Drug-triggered cAMP production was assessed by lumi-
nescence measurements using the Mithras LB 940 plate-reader (no 
emission filter, 1-second integration time). For each drug concen-
tration, the maximal amplitude of fluorescence or luminescence 
intensity increase was plotted with respect to the concentrations 
in a logarithmic scale. Dose-response curves were drawn using the 
“log (agonist) vs. response (3 parameters)” nonlinear fit of Graph-
Pad Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software Inc.).

PLA. Experiments were performed on intact and lesioned stri-
atal sections of both WT and mGluR5KO-D1 mice following a period 
of daily s.c. treatment with either vehicle or L-DOPA (6 mg/kg) for 
3 weeks. Coronal striatal sections, 50 μm thick, were blocked with 
10% horse serum and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 (v/v). 
Experiments were then performed according to the manufactur-
er’s instructions (Duolink & PLA Technology, Olink-Bioscience ref. 
36). Briefly, sections were incubated with D1 guinea pig primary 
antibodies (Frontier Institut Co., AB_2571595) directly conjugated  
to minus Duolink II PLA probes and with mGlu5 rabbit primary 
antibody (Millipore; AB5675) at 4°C for 36 to 48 hours. PLA probes 
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tion of SKF38393 and DHPG, and (v) the same combination as in (iv) 
in the presence of the mGlu5 antagonist MTEP (10 μM). Incubations 
were stopped after 60 minutes by adding 900 μL methanol/chloro-
form (2:1). After further addition of 300 μL chloroform and 600 μL 
water, samples were centrifuged at low speed to facilitate phase sepa-
ration, and the [3H]InsP present in the supernatant was separated by 
anion exchange chromatography. Samples were removed from their 
water phase, incubated with 0.5 N NaOH, and allowed to dry at 50°C 
for 2 hours. Proteins were measured as described by Lowry et al. (76). 
In the statistical analysis, n represents the number of tubes incubated  
with different treatments (each tube containing tissue from more 
than 1 rat, as in ref. 27).

Statistics. Statistical analysis was carried out using GraphPad 
Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software Inc.). Statistical tests and post 
hoc comparisons are indicated in the figure legends. P < 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. Data compared using parametric 
statistical tests are presented as group mean ± SEM, whereas data 
compared with nonparametric statistics are presented as group 
median and range.

Study approval. All experiments were approved by the Malmö-
Lund Ethical Committee on Animal Research, Lund District Court, 
Lund, Sweden.
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assess the antiakinetic action of L-DOPA, animals were recorded in 
the cylinder test at 15 to 20 minutes after drug injection. In addition to 
the behavioral screening, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) histochemistry 
was used to verify the extent of nigrostriatal DA degeneration at the 
end of the experiments (see below).

In vivo drug treatments. L-DOPA methyl ester (3 and 6 mg/kg,  
Sigma-Aldrich) was always coadministered with a fixed dose of 
Benserazide-HCl (12 mg/kg in both rats and mice; Sigma-Aldrich). 
The drugs were freshly dissolved in physiological saline and injected 
s.c. All other drugs used and their doses and administration routes are 
reported in Supplemental Table 1.

AIM ratings. AIMs were quantified by an experimentally blinded  
investigator using previously validated scales (71–73). Additional 
information is provided in Supplemental Methods.

Immunohistochemistry. Rats and mice were anesthetized with 
pentobarbital (240 mg/kg, i.p., Apoteksbolaget), 30 minutes after 
the final injection of either L-DOPA or SKF38393, and were transcar-
dially perfused with 4% ice-cold PFA (pH 7.4). Extracted brains were 
postfixed in 4% ice-cold PFA for 2 hours and subsequently transferred 
to a 25% sucrose solution for 24 to 36 hours. Brains were sectioned 
coronally on a freezing microtome at 30 μm thickness. Free-floating 
sections from the striatum were used for immunohistochemical detec-
tion of pERK1/2 and TH as previously (11). Additional information is 
provided in Supplemental Methods.

Counts of pERK1/2-positive cells. Striatal sections immunostained 
for pERK1/2 were visualized under a ×20 objective using a Nikon 
eclipse 80i microscope merged with a Nikon DMX 1200F video cam-
era (11). Sample areas (0.913 mm2) were acquired from the dorsome-
dial (DM) and ventrolateral (VL) quadrants of the motor striatum at 3 
different coronal levels (rostral, mid, and caudal striatum) based on 
predefined anatomical coordinates. In each data set to be compared, 
all acquisitions were made on the same day under the same micro-
scope setting. The digitized images were then converted to an 8-bit 
grayscale using the open source image processing program ImageJ 
(NIH). Background threshold was set to the same value in all sam-
ples, and immunostained cells were counted as single particles in an 
automated fashion (analyze particles plugin). Data were expressed 
as total number of immunoreactive cells per sample area (averaged 
for all sample areas per striatal quadrant per animal).

InsP assay in striatal slices. InsP formation was measured in rat 
striatal slices prelabeled with a tritiated precursor as described previ-
ously (27). A total of 20 rats with unilateral 6-OHDA lesions were sac-
rificed by decapitation; striatal tissue was manually dissected out on 
ice and transferred on ice-cold Krebs-Henseleit buffer (118 mM NaCl, 
4.7 mM KCl, 1.18 mM MgSO4, 1.18 mM KH2PO4, 24.8 mM NaHCO3, 
1.2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM d-glucose) that had been pregassed with 95% 
O2 and 5% CO2 to pH 7.4. Slices (350 × 350 μm) were prepared using 
a McIlwain tissue chopper and randomly distributed into different 
tubes. A total of 40 μL of gravity packed slices/tube were incubated 
for 60 minutes in 350 μL buffer containing 1 μCi of myo-[3H]inositol. 
Slices were then incubated with LiCl (10 mM to block InsP degrada-
tion) and with the mGlu1 receptor antagonist JNJ16259685 (10 μM 
to block mGlu1 receptors). Thereafter, slices were stimulated with 
ligands of D1 and mGlu5 receptors at standard concentrations for this 
assay (74–75). The following treatments were compared: (i) vehicle 
(basal levels), (ii) the D1 receptor agonist SKF38393 (200 μM), (iii) 
the group I mGlu receptor agonist DHPG (200 μM), (iv) the combina-
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